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Structures, proton transfer and dissociation of
hydroxylammonium nitrate (HAN) revealed by
electrospray ionization tandem mass
spectrometry and molecular dynamics
simulations†
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Hydroxylammonium nitrate (HAN) is a potential propellant candidate for dual-mode propulsion systems

that combine chemical and electrospray thrust capabilities for spacecraft applications. However, the

electrospray dynamics of HAN is currently not well understood. Capitalizing on electrospray ionization

guided-ion beam tandem mass spectrometry and collision-induced dissociation measurements, and

augmented by extensive molecular dynamics simulations, this work characterized the structures and

reaction dynamics of the species present in the electrosprays of HAN under different conditions, which

mimic those possibly occurring in low earth orbit and outer space. While being ionic in nature, the HAN

monomer, however, adopts a stable covalent structure HONH2�HNO3 in the gas phase. Spontaneous

proton transfer between the HONH2 and HNO3 moieties within the HAN monomer can be induced in

the presence of a NO3
�, a water ligand or a second HAN monomer within 3–5 Å or a H+ within 8 Å,

regardless of their collision impact parameters. These facts imply that HAN proton transfer is trigged by

a charge and/or a dipole of the collision partner without the need of chemical interaction or physical

contact. Moreover, the addition of NO3
� to HAN leads to the formation of a stable �O3N�HONH3

+�NO3
�

anion in negative electrosprays. In contrast, when a proton approaches the HONH2�HNO3 structure, dis-

sociative reactions occur that lead to the H2O, NO2 and HONH2 fragments (and their cations) but not

intact HAN species in positive electrosprays.

1. Introduction

Due to its reduced toxicity and improved performance, hydroxyl-
ammonium nitrate (HAN) is of great interest as a greener alter-
native to the highly toxic hydrazine1 and as an add-on in ionic
liquid (IL)-based monopropellants2–5 for spacecraft applications.

ILs are chosen for electrospray propulsion owing to their inherent
ionic nature, low vapor pressure and high electrical conductivities,
yielding high specific impulse but only limited thrust.2–4,6 Mixing
ILs with HAN potentially enhances mission performance on the
basis of the resulting dual-mode capability which combines
chemical and electrospray propulsions.7–9 For example, a mono-
propellant consisting of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ethyl sul-
fate (EMIM+EtSO4

�) and HAN was predicted to provide chemical
propulsion performance similar to other state-of-the-art mono-
propellants such as hydrazine, LMP-103 and ASCENT (a.k.a
AF-M315E) and stable electrospray performance as well.3,7,8,10

In the electrospray thruster, 100% propellant utilization is
desired for mission planning. But many factors result in devia-
tions from the theoretical optimum, one of which is related to
the nature of ILs. Protic ILs11 such as HAN undergo reversible
proton transfer to form neutrals that evaporate into a vacuum
rather than produce ions in the spray, effectively making that
fraction of the propellant mass unavailable for ion-thrust
generation. Understanding such effects as well as inefficiencies
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in ion production, extraction and acceleration in the electrospray
thruster are important for determining propellant utilization-
metrics and optimizing thruster design and operation.

Considering that electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectro-
metry closely mimics electrospray thrusters in terms of ion
emission and injection into a vacuum, ESI mass spectrometry
can be utilized to examine and better understand how an
electric propulsion system operates, especially the structures,
stabilities and the primary and secondary reactions of the
species emerging in the electrospray plumes.5 There are many
works focusing on the ESI mass spectra of energetic ILs.2,12–20

Yet the literature is sparse concerning the impact, if any, of
HAN on electrospray performance, plumes and efficiencies,
and concerning the operation of electrospray thrusters in
alternative positive and negative modes as well as the induced
spacecraft charging effects.4 One related work concerns the ESI
mass spectra of a monopropellant blend of EMIM+EtSO4

� and
HAN,8,21 in which ionic species originating from the nitrate in
HAN were observed in the negative electrospray (such as NO3

�

and HNO3�NO3
�), whereas ionic species originating from

EMIM+EtSO4
� exclusively dominated the positive electrospray.

Herein, we examined the ESI mass spectra of pure HAN solutions
in both negative and positive ESI modes by using a guided-ion
beam tandem mass spectrometer. Corroborated by molecular
dynamics simulations and reaction potential energy surface (PES)
explorations, we were able to delineate structures and dynamics
of HAN species under various experimental conditions.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
briefly describe the main aspects of experimental setup, data
analysis and computational methods in Section 2. The electro-
spray behaviors of HAN species under different conditions are
reported in Section 3. In Section 4, we present molecular
dynamics simulations and PES calculations. The results are
used to not only interpretate and rationalize ion-molecule
experimental results but also explore neutral–neutral reactions
of the HAN species. Finally, a conclusion for this article is
presented in Section 5.

2. Experimental setup and
computational methodologies
2.1 Electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometric
measurements

Experiments were carried out on a guided-ion beam tandem
mass spectrometer built at Queens College, which was described
elsewhere.22 In brief, the apparatus consists of an ESI ion source,
a radio-frequency (rf) hexapole ion guide, a quadrupole mass
filter, an rf octopole ion guide surrounded by a scattering cell, a
second quadrupole mass filter and an electron-multiplier ion
detector. In this work, the mass spectrometer was operating in
either a positive or a negative ion mode by switching the polarity
of electrical potentials applied to electrospray and ion optics in
the mass spectrometer.

The HAN sample (82% in water) was prepared at the Air
Force Research Laboratory (Edwards Air Force Base) and

diluted with appropriate solvent mixtures in the experiment.
In the negative ion electrospray, 0.01 M of HAN in acetonitrile/
water (v : v = 3 : 1) was sprayed into the ambient atmosphere
(flow rate = 0.06 mL h�1) through an electrospray needle biased
at�4.43 kV relative to ground. Negatively charged droplets were
transmitted into the mass spectrometer through a desolvation
capillary (heated to 120 1C and biased at �44 V relative to
ground), wherein the charged liquid droplets and solvated ions
underwent continuous desolvation as they passed through the
capillary and converted into gaseous ions in the source cham-
ber. A skimmer of 1.0 mm orifice is located at the end of the
source chamber. The skimmer was biased at �18 V relative to
ground. The electrical field between the end of the capillary and
the skimmer helped remove remaining solvent molecules
attached to ions by collision-induced desolvation23 and pre-
vented large solvent clusters from appearing downstream.24,25

Ions that passed through the skimmer were transported into
the hexapole ion guide. The interaction of ions with back-
ground gas (at a pressure of 25 mTorr) within the hexapole
led to collisional damping and focusing,26–28 through which the
internal energies of ions were thermalized to 300 K (according
to a previous calibration experiment).22

For measurement of ESI ion compositions, the first quadru-
pole mass filter in the guided-ion beam tandem mass spectro-
meter was operated in the rf-only mode (as an ion guide) to
transmit all ionic species, and mass scans were performed by
the second quadrupole mass filter. For measurement of
collision-induced dissociation (CID), ions were then fed into
the first quadrupole mass filter for mass selection. The mass-
selected primary ions were focused into the octopole ion guide
that passes through the 10 cm scattering cell wherein the
primary ions underwent CID with Xe gas (Spectral Gases,
99.95%). In addition to providing an ion trapping potential in
the radial direction, the octopole was biased with a DC
potential. The DC offset was used to control the kinetic energy
of primary ions in the laboratory frame (Elab), thereby setting
the collision energy (Ecol) between ions and collision gas in the
center-of-mass (CM) frame, that is Ecol = Elab � mneutral/(mion +
mneutral), where mneutral and mion indicate the masses of colli-
sion gas and primary ions, respectively. In the CID experiment,
the collision gas pressure was maintained at 0.02 mTorr and
measured using a capacitance manometer. Under this condi-
tion, most of the primary ions underwent at most single
collisions with Xe gas, i.e., the probability of ions having single
collisions with Xe was 1.5%, that of double collisions with Xe
was 0.02%, and none of the ions had more than double
collisions. As a result, absolute product ion cross section and
reaction energy dependence could be determined in a thin-
target limit that is analogous to the Beer–Lambert Law.29 Note
that, except for collisional thermalization in the hexapole and
Xe-induced collisions within the scattering cell, no ion-neutral
collisions were expected for reactant ions within the mass
spectrometer high-vacuum chambers, as all of which were
evacuated to a pressure of 10�7 – 10�8 torr.

After passing through the scattering cell, the remaining
primary ions and the CID product ions drifted to the end of
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the octopole and were mass analyzed by the second quadrupole
and pulse-counted by the electron multiplier. CID product ion
cross sections were calculated from the ratios of primary and
product ion intensities, the Xe pressure in the scattering cell
and the effective cell length. The entire experiment was
repeated four times under the same conditions, from which
standard deviations were determined for the measurements.

Positive electrospray of HAN (at a concentration of 0.001–
0.01 M) was measured in a similar manner, using a variety of
solvents including methanol/water (v : v = 3 : 1), ethanol/water
(3 : 1), acetonitrile/water (3 : 1) and pure water. Due to the
extremely low ion intensities presented in the positive mode,
the ESI voltage was increased up to +3.4 kV (for comparison, the
ESI voltage for a typical 0.001 M electrolyte in methanol/water is
+2.3 kV or less).22 The pH of the HAN solution was adjusted by
adding a trace amount of acid. HCl was chosen as the acidic
medium instead of the conventionally used acetic acid so that
contaminants in the ESI mass spectra could be minimized.
Note that the pH of the ESI solution did not represent the pH in
the electrospray droplets, but it controlled ion compositions
and concentrations that may be transferred from the solution
to the gas phase.

2.2 Determination of dissociation threshold energy

Due to kinetic energy spread and internal energy of the primary
ions and Doppler broadening (i.e., thermal velocity) of the colli-
sion gas, CID product cross sections rise from zero at collision
energies lower than the true dissociation threshold energies (E0).
To determine exact values of E0, the Ecol-dependent product ion
cross sections were fitted using a line-of-centers (LOC) model-
based function:30–33

s Ecolð Þ ¼ s0
Ecol þ Evib þ Erot � E0ð Þn

Ecol
(1)

where s0 is an energy-independent scaling factor, Evib and Erot are
reactant vibrational and rotational energies, E0 and Ecol are as
defined above, and n is a fitting parameter which determines
the efficiency of translational-to-internal energy transfer
(T - Einternal) in collisions and therefore controls the slope of
s(Ecol). It was assumed that at the energies near E0, at least some
collisions are completely inelastic so that all of the Ecol may
contribute to overcome E0. This assumption was verified in the
threshold CID of various ionic species.32–34 The s(Ecol) was
convoluted over the aforementioned experimental energy broad-
ening and kinetic factors. To this end, a Monte Carlo collision
simulation program35,36 was used to mimic the experimental
conditions: Xe atoms were sampling a Maxwell–Boltzmann trans-
lational kinetic energy distribution at 300 K; the primary ion
beam had a kinetic energy spread of 0.7 eV in the laboratory
frame as determined in the experiment, and the Evib and Erot of
the primary ion were sampled at a temperature of 300 K. A total of
100 000 single ion-Xe collisions were simulated at each Ecol. The
established distributions of the Xe gas velocity and the ion kinetic
energy, Evib and Erot were then fed into the cross-section fitting
routine. To account for kinetic shift in near-threshold collisions37

(i.e., excess energy is required to observe detectable dissociation

within a certain experimental time frame),38 a Rice–Ramsperger–
Kassel–Marcus (RRKM) model39 was included in the fitting to
decide whether each dissociation was detectable within the mass
spectrometer ion time-of-flight (up to B500 ms). A leveling-off
function was used in the fitting to allow s(Ecol) to reach a plateau
at high Ecol. The rising curvature of s(Ecol) is highly sensitive to E0

and n, the values of which were adjusted until the convoluted
s(Ecol) matched the experimental data.

2.3 Electronic structure calculations and direct dynamics
trajectory simulations

Direct dynamics for HAN approaching NO3
�, H+, another HAN

species and water was simulated using the VENUS40,41 code to
set up initial trajectory conditions, and the Hessian-based
predictor-corrector algorithm42 implemented in Gaussian 1643 to
integrate trajectories. Trajectories started at the optimized geome-
tries of the covalent HAN monomer and its collision partner, with
an initial separation of 10 or 11 Å between the centers of mass of
the randomly oriented reactants. The trajectories were calculated
at various impact parameters (b)31 ranging from 0.0 which mimics
head-on collisions44,45 up to 3.0 Å which is large enough to explore
side scattering reaction dynamics.

Reactant Evib and vibrational modes were sampled using
quantum Boltzmann probability distributions at 300 K:46

P nið Þ ¼ exp � nihni
kBTvib

� �
1� exp � hni

kBTvib

� �� �
(2)

where ni and ni are the vibrational frequency and quantum
number of the ith mode, respectively; Tvib is the vibrational
temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant and h is the Planck
constant. Quasi-classical initial molecular vibrations were
simulated by giving individual atoms displacements (from
equilibrium geometries) and momenta that are appropriate to
initial rovibrational states, with random phases for different
modes. Reactant Erot was sampled from a classical Boltzmann
distribution at a rotational temperature (Trot) which was set
equal to Tvib. 0.05 eV was added as relative translational energy
(ET) in the center-of-mass frame. The term of ET is analogous to
the center-of-mass Ecol in ion-molecule collisions. We used ET

to indicate that this energy is equivalent to the kinetic energy
release in the decomposition of an ion-molecule complex, i.e.,
imagine that the trajectory happens in the reverse direction.
For the same reason, ET was set at a low energy value in order to
improve complex formation in the trajectories.

Trajectories were propagated at a step size of 0.25 amu1/2

bohr (equivalent to 0.6 fs in trajectory time) with the Hessian
matrix updated every 5 steps. The propagation step size is small
enough to ensure SCF convergence as well as to keep the system
energy and momentum conserved. The oB97XD/6-31+G(d,p)
density functional was chosen for the trajectory simulations, as
this functional is able to provide a good description of IL
reaction dynamics.47 A quadratically convergent SCF method
was opted in to integrate trajectories (i.e., SCF = XQC)48 in case
the conventional first-order SCF algorithm failed to converge
within the default cycles. Trajectories were terminated at 2–3 ps
when the trajectory either reached a geometry of stable product
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or the reactants (in a non-reactive collision) were separated by
more than 11 Å. All trajectory simulations were completed on a
Linux computing cluster consisting of 20 nodes, each of which is
equipped with an Intel Xeon E5-2696 36-core processor. On
average, each trajectory took 210 CPU days. gOpenMol49 was
used for trajectory visualization. Trajectories were analyzed using
in-house custom programs written for these purposes.47,50

3. Experimental findings
3.1 HAN�NO3

� formed in negative electrosprays

An acetonitrile/water mixture was used as the solvent for negative
ESI to eliminate mono-solvated NO3

� in mass spectra (such as
NO3

��CH3OH and NO3
��C2H5OH in alcohol solutions), and the

addition of acetonitrile was to prevent the corona discharge at the
ESI emitter that would otherwise occur in the negative electro-
spray of aqueous solution.51,52 As shown in Fig. 1a, the negative
ESI mass spectrum of HAN was dominated by NO3

� and HNO3�
NO3

� (and their hydrated clusters), as previously observed in
the anion mass spectra of the EMIM+EtSO4

�/HAN mixture.8,21

However, a new species that was captured only in the ESI of pure
HAN is the anion of m/z 158.

To confirm that m/z 158 was not from an impurity in the
solvent and verify its structure, ions of m/z 158 were selected by

the first quadrupole mass filter as the primary ions and sub-
jected to CID with Xe gas in the scattering cell, followed by
measurement of product ions and energy dependence in the
second quadruple mass filter in the guided-ion beam tandem
mass spectrometer. The CID of the m/z 158 primary ions
produced only NO3

� fragment ions, as demonstrated in the
tandem mass spectrum of Fig. 1b. Based on the CID result, m/z
158 was assigned as a HAN�NO3

� cluster. Note that the for-
mation of doubly charged dimeric species (HAN�NO3

�)2 or
other multiply charged nanoclusters53 at m/z 158 could be ruled
out based on the following considerations: (1) total ion counts
would increase in the CID mass spectrum of (HAN�NO3

�)2 or
other multiply charged clusters, as one doubly charged dimer
generated two singly charged ions, and (2) a pair of comple-
mentary product ions from the fission of a doubly charged
dimer would be detected in the CID product mass spectrum.
None of these were observed in Fig. 1b.

Product ion cross sections of HAN�NO3
� were measured over

a center-of-mass Ecol range of 0.05–4.5 eV and the result is
presented in Fig. 1c, wherein error bars were determined on a
basis of four sets of measurements. In order to extract the
value(s) of dissociation threshold energy, we needed to take
into account the Doppler broadening of Xe gas as well as the
kinetic energy spread and the internal energy of the primary ion
beam. For this purpose, the product ion cross section was fitted

Fig. 1 (a) Negative ESI mass spectrum of 0.01 M HAN in 3 : 1 acetonitrile/water; (b) MS/MS spectrum for the CID product ions of HAN�NO3
� with Xe; and

(c) CID product ion cross sections, wherein red circles and error bars are experimental data, the blue and green solid lines represent the LOC fitting for
the low- and high-dissociation threshold product channels, and the black solid line represents the sum of the two fits.
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using eqn (1). Note that due to the finite width of the ion beam
kinetic energy, a fraction of reactant ion beam was backward
scattered in the laboratory frame at Ecol below 0.3 eV, affecting
collection efficiencies of reactant and product ions; as a con-
sequence, the cross section slightly rebounded below 0.3 eV.
This should be attributed to an experimental artifact. The CID
cross section appears to consist of two components, with one
dominating at the low Ecol range and the other starting to
emerge at high Ecol. No satisfactory fit could be obtained with a
single s(Ecol) function. We have therefore fitted the cross section
using two sets of s(Ecol) functions. E0 and n of each set were
adjusted independently to obtain the best fit to the total cross
section. As shown by the blue and green solid lines and the best
fit E0 values indicated in Fig. 1c: the first channel has E0 = 1.6 �
0.1 eV and n = 2.4, reaching a plateau at Ecol = 2.6 eV; while the
second channel has E0 = 2.4� 0.1 eV and n = 2.5, starting at Ecol =
1.6 eV and increasing until Ecol = 4.0 eV. The uncertainty of the E0

fit was estimated from the range of E0 values determined using
different sets of fitting parameters. Based on the maximum cross
sections for the two product channels we determined in the
fitting, their product ratio is 4 : 1.

3.2 Absence of intact HAN species in positive electrosprays

One issue in the mass spectrometric measurement is that, in
contrast to the negative ion electrospray, no intact HAN species
was detected in the positive ion electrospray mass spectra. We
have attempted to capture HAN species in the positive electro-
spray of HAN using water, methanol/water, ethanol/water and
acetonitrile/water as solvents, and measured mass spectra at
pH = 3 and 7, respectively. Note that, the ESI ion intensity of a
typical 1 mM cation solution is B1 � 106 counts per s measured
at an ESI voltage of B+2.3 kV. On the other hand, a much higher
voltage (+3.4 kV) was required to initiate electrospray of HAN
solutions, and the maximum ion intensity was only o5 � 104

counts per s. Moreover, all of these mass spectra are dominated
exclusively by protonated solvent clusters and unknown impu-
rities from the HPLC solvents, without the presence of any
obvious intact HAN species. Since the positive mass spectra
do not indicate the presence of HAN species, the results are
provided only in Fig. S2 in the ESI† so as not to distract from the
focus of HAN chemistry here.

4. Trajectory results and discussion
4.1 Two collisionally activated complex structures formed in
HAN + NO3

�

To reveal the origin of the two dissociation channels in the CID
of HAN�NO3

� (Fig. 1), it is necessary to understand the dis-
sociation dynamics of the collisionally activated HAN�NO3

�. For
this reason, direct dynamics trajectory simulations42,54–56 of
HAN�NO3

� were pursued at the oB97XD/6-31+G(d,p) level of
theory. As the experimental CID time scale (102 ms) is many
orders of magnitude longer than the practical integration time
(up to 102 ps) for quasi-classical direct dynamics trajectories, it
would not be possible to observe dissociation products should

we have calculated the collision trajectories of HAN�NO3
� with

Xe near the dissociation threshold energies.
Note that the CID of HAN�NO3

� can be considered to involve two
steps: HAN �NO3

� þXe!HAN �NO3
� �Xe a transient collisionð

complexÞ �!�Xe HAN �NO3
�½ �� vibrationally excited primary ionð Þ,

followed by intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution
(IVR), and finally, unimolecular dissociation of the activated
[HAN�NO3

�]*. In view of the large mass and high polarizability
of the Xe atom and the relatively long collision time in
Xe-induced CID,29,32,57 the HAN�NO3

��Xe should behave statistically
rather than impulsively58 and so allows for efficient T - Einternal in
collisions (as reflected by the value of n in eqn (1)). As such, it is
the structure of the collisionally activated [HAN�NO3

�]* that
determines the dissociation mechanism.

Following this idea, we set to calculate the recombination
trajectories of the dissociation products HAN + NO3

�, wherein
the structures of the collisionally activated [HAN�NO3

�]* could
be reproduced when the trajectories had been propagated
sufficiently long to re-form the complexes. Note that, while
the ionic HAN monomer (i.e., HONH3

+�NO3
�) dominates in the

solid59,60 and coexists in an equilibrium with a covalent struc-
ture (i.e., acid–base pair HONH2�HNO3) in solution,8 it con-
verges to a covalent structure in the gas phase,8,60 as verified by
a relaxed PES scan along the proton transfer reaction coordi-
nate in an isolated HAN (see Fig. S1 in the ESI†). This is because
the coulombic stabilization interaction between NH3OH+ and
NO3

� is insufficient to compensate for the free energy required
for proton transfer.60 The trajectories were thus initiated at
HONH2�HNO3 + NO3

� with a CM separation of 11 Å and the
reactant Tvib and Trot of 300 K. ET was set at a low center-of-mass
energy of 0.05 eV to mimic near-threshold collisions. As mentioned
in the computational section, the trajectory simulations were to
follow the reverse reactions of complex dissociation. Therefore, we
explored collisions ranging from head-on collisions at small
impact parameters to side scattering at large impact parameters
(that is within the orientation-averaged hard-sphere collision
diameter of 3.5 Å, or, equivalently, the orientation-averaged radius
of the resulting complex). We did not explore the collisions with
impact parameter up to the Langevin capture diameter61 (which is
7.5 Å at Ecol = 0.05 eV), as those collisions initially led to a reactant-
like, weakly bound electrostatic complex rather than a strong ionic
or covalent complex, and thus are of less interest.

Four batches of trajectories were completed, each of which
contained a total of 100 trajectories and were calculated at an
impact parameter of 0.0, 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 Å, respectively. Indeed,
at all impact parameters, most trajectories of HAN + NO3

� were
observed to form a long-lived complex that lasted until the end
of the trajectory—long enough (more than a ps) for achieving
sufficient IVR.62 The complex formation probabilities are 82%
at b = 0.0 Å, 75% at 1.0 Å, 80% at 2.0 Å, and 70% at 3.0 Å.
Therefore, there is no dependence of complex-formation prob-
ability on the initial impact parameter (b) value, i.e., the opacity
function is a constant step function whenever the reactants can
get near enough to one another.31 It indicates that the reactions
are clearly dominated by a complex-mediated mechanism;
otherwise, direct scattering would increase at larger impact
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parameters. The importance of complex formation is that it allows
for energy redistribution in collisions in a statistical manner rather
than what would happen in an impulsive direct collision.

A representative trajectory at zero impact parameter is
demonstrated in Fig. 2. Fig. 2a plots the changes in the system
potential energy, PE (left axis, where the zero point refers to the
sum of reactant electronic energies) and the CM distance (right
axis) between the two reactants. The trajectory is initiated from
a covalent HONH2�HNO3 and an incoming NO3

�, as shown in
snapshot A. Oscillations in the PES are due to vibrations in
reactants and products, including their zero-point energies
(ZPEs). Once the two species approach each other within a CM
distance of 5 Å, NO3

� induces proton transfer in HONH2�HNO3,
converting the latter into an ionic structure HONH3

+�NO3
� as

illustrated by snapshot B at 620 fs. The proton transfer is featured
by the variations of reactive bond lengths shown in Fig. 2b:
breaking the rH-ONO2 bond and forming a new rHONH2-H bond
at 600 fs and the accompanying charge separation within HAN as
demonstrated by the electrostatic potential (ESP)-fitted charge
distributions in the reaction system. The NO3

�-induced proton
transfer is accompanied by PE decrease.

�O3N�HONH3
+�NO3

� has a binding energy of 1.55 eV relative
to the separated HONH2�HNO3 and NO3

�. Following the for-
mation of �O3N�HONH3

+�NO3
�, there is a brief proton transfer

from HONH3
+ to the incoming NO3

�, starting at snapshot C in
Fig. 2c. The O3NH�HONH2�NO3

� structure is higher in energy
than �O3N�HONH3

+�NO3
� as indicated by the increase in the PE

during its formation, and it lasts only B300 fs before its
conversion back to �O3N�HONH3

+�NO3
� at snapshot D. The

analysis of other trajectories shows that the lifetime of O3NH�
HONH2�NO3

� is no longer than 1000 fs (average B500 fs)
should it form in a trajectory.

We have collected a total of 400 trajectories for HONH2�
HNO3 + NO3

�. These trajectories explored various collision
orientations and conformations of the neutral HAN60 that
could be populated at Tvib of 300 K. An intriguing finding is
that these trajectories, regardless of their randomly selected
different initial conditions and different impact parameters, all
rearranged to HONH3

+�NO3
� within the 5–6 Å vicinity of the

incoming NO3
�. Despite the fact that there were multiple

proton transfer reactions between the HONH3
+ and one of the

two NO3
� anions in the product �O3N�HONH3

+�NO3
�, 80% of

the trajectories eventually converged to �O3N�HONH3
+�NO3

�,
and only 20% remained as O3NH�HONH2�NO3

� at the end of
the trajectories. These trajectory results indicate that there are
two collisionally activated structures in an equilibrium at high
Ecol, that is [�O3N�HONH3

+�NO3
�]* (a major structure) "

[O3NH�HONH2�NO3
�]* (minor, which is not a stable structure

in the ground-state PES). Accordingly, there exists two CID
channels as follows, for which reaction enthalpies (DH) were
calculated at the oB97XD/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory:

HAN �NO3
� �!Xe �O3N �HONH3

þ �NO3
�½ ��

! HONH2 �HNO3 þNO3
� DH ¼ 1:55 eV

(3)

HAN �NO3
� �!Xe

O3NH �HONH2 �NO3
�½ ��

! HONH2 þHNO3 þNO3
� DH ¼ 2:24 eV

(4)

For comparison, reaction enthalpies are 6.10 and 0.68 eV for
the dissociation of HONH2�HNO3 to HONH3

+ + NO3
� and to

HONH2 + HNO3, respectively. The product enthalpies of reactions
(3) and (4) are in excellent agreement with the E0 values we
determined in the CID experiment of HAN�NO3

� (see Section
3.1). The b-weighted average ratio31 of [�O3N�HONH3

+�NO3
�]*/

[O3NH�HONH2�NO3
�]* in the trajectories is 4/1, which exactly

matches the experimental ratio of the two dissociation channels.
Therefore, the trajectory-guided reaction analysis is able to
rationalize the CID results in terms of both the dissociation
thresholds and the product branching ratio. Note that the
oB97XD/6-31+G(d,p)-calculated three-body dissociation of
[�O3N�HONH3

+�NO3
�]* - HONH3

+ + 2NO3
� has a dissociation

energy of 7.65 eV. Considering the high dissociation energy, we
can safely rule out this pathway in the data analysis.

Fig. 2 A trajectory for the recombination of HONH2�HNO3 with NO3
� at

Tvib and Trot = 300 K, ET = 0.05 eV and b = 0.0 Å, calculated at the oB97XD/
6-31+G(d,p) level of theory: (a) changes in the system PE (left axis) and CM
distance (right axis) between the two reactants, (b) changes of reactive
bond lengths, and (c) formation of a short-lived O3NH�HONH2�NO3

�,
followed by its conversion back to �O3N�HONH3

+�NO3
�. The inset snap-

shots illustrate the electrostatic potential (ESP)-fitted charge distributions
in representative structures along the proton transfer reaction, and the
color bar indicates charge scale. Trajectory video is available in the ESI.†
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4.2 Fate of HAN + H+

The fact that, despite numerous efforts in optimizing electrospray
by manipulating solvent choice, pH, concentration, ESI voltage,
flow rate, and inlet capillary temperature, the HAN species were
always absent in positive mass spectra (Fig. S2, ESI†) represents a
significant finding. This indicates the use of HAN in electrospray
could result in a significant loss of thrust because of neutralization
and/or the presence of other reactive channels. To rationalize the
lack of HAN species in the positive ESI, we carried out trajectory
simulations for H+ approaching covalent HONH2�HNO3. As the
idea was to explore the fate of any [HAN + H]+ should it form in the
gas phase, a single H+ was used as the reactant ion despite the fact
that the H+ is attached to a solvent in ionic liquids. Two batches of
trajectories (100 trajectories each) were collected at ET = 0.05 eV,
Tvib and Trot = 300 K and with b set at 0.0 and 1.5 Å, respectively.

Surprisingly, unlike the formation of an ionic adduct �O3N�
HONH3

+�NO3
� in the trajectories of HONH2�HNO3 + NO3

�, no
protonated [HAN + H]+ was observed in the 200 trajectories acquired
for HONH2�HNO3 + H+. However, five different primary reaction
pathways were identified, which are outlined below. Pathway1: the
H+ attacked the -NH2 group in the HONH2 moiety to form separated
HONH3

+ + HNO3 (overall trajectory probability = 14� 2%). Pathway
2: the H+ attacked the hydroxy group in HONH2 and formed three-
body products [H2O + NH2]+ + HNO3 (probability = 37 � 3%).
Pathway 3: the H+ collided with and bonded to the HNO3 side but in
the meantime, the ensuing (HO)2NO+ however transferred its proton
to HONH2 (probability = 6 � 2%), i.e., the HNO3 acted as a shuttle
for proton transfer. Pathway 4: the H+ attacked the hydroxy group in
HNO3, followed by quick decomposition of the transient H2ONO2

+

species to NO2
+ and H2O (probability = 12� 2%). Pathway 5: proton

transfer occurred within the HAN species when the H+ was
approaching within 8 Å of HAN or shorter (probability = 31 �
3%), and the ensuing NO3

� combined with H+ to form HNO3.
A large fraction of trajectories (82 � 3%) proceeded to second-

ary reactions between primary products, mostly forming three-
body products [H2O + NO2 + HONH2]+. A video of a representative
trajectory is available in the ESI.† The positive charge may be
located at any of the three fragments with product formation DH
of �3.35 eV for H2O+ + NO2 + HONH2, �5.90 eV for H2O + NO2

+ +
HONH2, and �6.81 eV for H2O + NO2 + HONH2

+ (all of the
enthalpies were calculated with respect to HONH2�HNO3 + H+).

Indeed, NO2
+, (H2O)2

+ and HONH3
+�H2O clusters, as well as

[HNO3 + H]+ were all detected in the positive ESI mass spectra
(see Fig. S2, ESI†), but not in the case for EMIM+EtSO4

�/
HAN.8,21 The H2O, NO2 and HONH2 products were previously
detected in the thermal and catalytic decomposition of
HAN.59,63–66 These fragments were also observed in our direct
dynamics simulation of HAN at high temperatures (41000 K).
It can then be concluded that the interaction of HONH2�HNO3

with H+ breaks the H-bond between the two neutral constitu-
ents and leads to catastrophic fragmentation.

4.3 Bimolecular dynamics of HAN + HAN

Inspired by the contrasting fates of HONH2�HNO3 colliding
with NO3

� vs. H+, a question arose about the dynamics between

the neutral HONH2�HNO3 species. Trajectories were then
calculated for the bimolecular collisions of two HONH2�HNO3

monomers at Tvib and Trot = 300 K and ET = 0.05 eV. A total of
100 trajectories were calculated at b = 0.0 Å, and 50 trajectories
each at b = 1.5 and 3.0 Å. It is worth noting that, similar to the
HAN reactions with NO3

� and H+, the bimolecular reaction of
HAN does not present notable dependence of product branch-
ing ratio on the trajectory impact parameter, indicating that
complex-mediated dynamics are dominant in HAN + HAN
collisions as well. The reactions could be grouped into three
categories. The b-weighted average31 probabilities (i.e., opacity
functions) for individual product channels are reported below.

(1) 19 � 3% of the trajectories formed an ‘‘ionic’’ dimer in a
cyclic-[HONH3

+�NO3
��HONH3

+�NO3
�] structure, as exemplified

in Fig. 3 and the corresponding trajectory video. The two
covalent HONH2�HNO3 species start to collide at 1250 fs when
their CM distance approaches 5 Å (snapshot B). One of the
covalent HONH2�HNO3 species then undergoes intramolecular
proton transfer to form an ionic structure HONH3

+�NO3
� at

1600 fs (snapshot C). Almost simultaneously, the other covalent
HONH2�HNO3 species undergoes a similar proton transfer at

Fig. 3 A trajectory for the combination of two HONH2�HNO3 monomers
to cyclic-[HONH3

+�NO3
��HONH3

+�NO3
�] at Tvib and Trot = 300 K, ET =

0.05 eV and b = 0.0 Å, calculated at the oB97XD/6-31+G(d,p) level of
theory: (a) changes in the system PE (left axis) and CM separation (right
axis) between the two reactants, (b and c) breaking of rH-ONO2 bonds in
the two HNO3 moieties and formation of new rHONH2-H bonds in the two
HONH3

+ cations. The inset snapshots illustrate the electrostatic potential
(ESP)-fitted charge distributions in representative structures along the
reaction, and the color bar indicates charge scale. Trajectory video is
available in the ESI.†
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1670 fs (snapshot D). The product cyclic-[HONH3
+�NO3

��
HONH3

+�NO3
�] has a binding energy of 0.79 eV with respect

to two HONH2�HNO3 monomers. This structure is 0.04 eV lower
in energy than the previously reported ionic (HAN)2,60 the latter
has a C2 symmetry. Interestingly, when we tried to optimize the
single-proton transferred structure [HONH3

+�NO3
��HONH2�

HNO3] formed at snapshot C under a static condition without
kinetic energy and no internal excitation, the structure con-
verged to the cyclic-[HONH3

+�NO3
��HONH3

+�NO3
�] form.

(2) 48 � 4% of the trajectories led to the formation of covalent
(HAN)2 dimers at the end of the run. An example can be viewed in
Fig. 4 and the corresponding trajectory video is provided in the
ESI.† These covalent dimers are rather floppy, and a large fraction
of which may eventually interconvert to the lower energy, more
stable ionic dimers through double proton transfer. But some of
the covalent (HAN)2 dimers miss an appropriate orientation that is
needed to facilitate double proton transfer and therefore remain in
the neutral structure, as was also suggested by Alavi et al.60

(3) The remaining 34 � 3% of the trajectories can be
characterized as non-reactive direct collisions, with their
encounter times being less than 400 fs.

According to the trajectory simulations, a significant fraction
of HAN bimolecular collisions formed an ionic cyclic-[HONH3

+�
NO3

��HONH3
+�NO3

�]. Fig. 5 maps out a 2D PES for the cyclic-
[HONH3

+�NO3
��HONH3

+�NO3
�] along the reverse proton trans-

fer coordinates from the two HONH3
+ to the respective NO3

�.
The two rH-ONO2 bond lengths, each of which represents the
reaction coordinate for the formation of a HNO3 molecule, were
continuously varied from 1.8 to 0.95 Å at a step size of 0.05 Å. All
of the other bond lengths and bond angles were fully optimized
at each point. As shown in the figure, the PES for reverse proton
transfer is completely uphill. There are no local minima or
saddle points that can lead to either single or double reverse
proton transfer. The completely repulsive PES reaffirms the
cyclic-[HONH3

+�NO3
��HONH3

+�NO3
�] structure as a global mini-

mum and reveals a propensity toward ionization in the clusters
of protic HAN ionic liquid.

4.4 HAN proton transfer induced by a water dipole

Finally, we examined the influence of water on HAN dynamics.
Most HAN-based monopropellants contain more than 10%
water.1,67,68 The addition of water to HAN serves two purposes:21

to reduce the combustion temperature, and to enhance the
stability of the propellant by building hydrogen bonds within the
propellant. The latter in turn presumably inhibits reverse proton
transfer in the HAN IL and lowers the HNO3 concentration in the
mixture. However, it is unclear how water affects a single HAN
monomer in the gas phase. In this respect, the unimolecular
dynamics of HAN upon approach by a water molecule is mapped
out using a relaxed 2D PES scan as shown in Fig. 6.

In the 2D PES, one scanning coordinate rH-NH2OH describes
the proton transfer within the HAN species and the other
represents the CM separation between the HAN and water
moieties. When their CM separation exceeds 3.2 Å, the HAN
species adopts a covalent HONH2�HNO3 structure as an isolated
HAN in the gas phase (see Fig. S1, ESI†), and the potential energy
surface appears to be rather flat (B�0.1 eV). However, once the
water approaches the HAN within a vicinity of 3.2 Å, the system
falls into a low-energy valley (�0.35 eV) followed by a spontaneous

Fig. 4 A trajectory for the combination of two HONH2�HNO3 monomers
to a covalent dimer at Tvib and Trot = 300 K, ET = 0.05 eV and b = 0.0 Å,
calculated at the oB97XD/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory: (a) changes in the
system PE (left axis) and CM separation (right axis) between the two
reactants, (b and c) changes of rH-ONO2 bond lengths in the two HNO3

moieties and rHONH2-H bond lengths with respect to the two HONH2

moieties. The inset snapshots illustrate the electrostatic potential (ESP)-
fitted charge distributions in representative reaction structures, and the
color bar indicates charge scale. Trajectory video is available in the ESI.†

Fig. 5 2D PES for reverse proton transfer in cyclic-[HONH3
+�NO3

��
HONH3

+�NO3
�] calculated at the oB97XD/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory.
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proton transfer, rolling the structure to a potential energy well
(�0.4 eV) corresponding to the ionic HONH3

+�NO3
� structure. In

this sense, the water provides the HAN species a stabilization
energy of 0.3 eV. Interestingly, the amount of this stabilization
energy closely matches the sum of a charged-induced-dipole
potential energy (�0.10 eV, calculated by�aq2/2r4 where a denotes
the water polarizability, q denotes the ion charge, and r the ion-
molecule CM distance)61 and an orientation-averaged charge-
dipole potential energy (�0.21 eV, calculated by �0.38 qmD/r2

where mD is the water dipole moment)61 at the CM distance of
3.2 Å. It implies that HAN-neutral dipole interaction and charge
shift in the HAN species may be developing concomitantly.

Even more convincing evidence is provided by the direct
dynamics trajectory simulations of a HAN monomer in colli-
sion with a water molecule at Tvib and Trot of 300 K and ET of
0.05 eV. As can be viewed in a representative trajectory in Fig. 7,
at the start of the trajectory, the water is separated from the
HAN monomer by 10 Å, and the HAN species maintains a
covalent structure. The changes of two bond lengths, rH-ONO2

in HNO3 and the new rHONH2-H in HONH3
+, clearly show that

proton transfer happens only during the time when the water is
located within 4 Å of the HAN species from, i.e., the highlighted
trajectory time leading from snapshot B to snapshot C in Fig. 7.
Throughout the trajectory, no formation of a hydrogen bond was
observed between water and any atoms in HAN. Such results
reaffirm that the proton transfer within the HAN species may
indeed be induced just by the dipole of a neutral water. Statisti-
cally, out of the 100 trajectories we simulated, 42 � 5% resulted
in water dipole-induced proton transfer in HAN within 4 Å.

This scenario is analogous to what is happening in the
collisions of HAN with NO3

�, H+ and another HAN, in that the
proton transfer occurs in the presence of – but without a direct
contact with – the incoming species. Based on these observations,
the driving force for the HAN proton transfer should be more
appropriately attributed to a long-range ion charge effect and/or a
charge-dipole/charge-induced dipole potential.

5. Conclusions

This work has constituted the first ESI mass spectroscopic study
of pure solutions of HAN and molecular dynamics simulations of
experimental findings, aimed at exploring what constituents are
to be expected in electrosprays and what reactions are likely to
happen in the space-environment of electrospray thrusters. A
HAN monomer maintains a HONH2�HNO3 structure in the gas
phase, wherein proton transfer can be induced by NO3

� in
negative electrosprays to form �O3N�HONH3

+�NO3
�, and by

another neutral HAN or a water molecule. This work also revealed
the dissociative reaction of HONH2�HNO3 with H+ and thereby
rationalized the lack of intact HAN species in positive electro-
sprays. Through an understanding of the nature of the ion output
of HAN-based electrosprays and the ultimate fate of plume
species after ejection into space, the propellant utilization-
metric in both positive and negative electrospray modes can be
assessed. These results are therefore of importance for modeling
spacecraft electrospray thruster performance.
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